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Global Diesel Common Rail parc

Diesel cars are no longer the noisy, sluggish vehicles of ten years ago. They are 
sophisticated and fast, equalling the performance of many petrol alternatives.

With great performance, and increasingly 
economical, diesel is the preferred fuel 
for many motorists. Now you can cash 
in on diesel’s surging popularity by 
offering specialist expertise in diagnosing 
and servicing the new generation of 
Common Rail fuel injection engines. 
How? By joining Delphi Service Centre.

This growing network of garages is backed 
by Delphi, who will provide all the tools, 
marketing and training you need to become 
the diesel service expert in your area.

Diesel comes of age



The Common Rail diesel engine has fuelled the extraordinary growth in diesel cars 
in Europe. This cleaner, high performance, more efficient and quieter technology 
has changed the attitude of even the most critical drivers.

» European car parc of 56 million diesel engines

» 50% growth in diesel parc in the past 5 years
» 10 successive years of growth in diesel sales

»  Annual new vehicle diesel registrations average 
growth of 10% per annum

» Diesel share of new car sales has reached 50%

These hi-tech vehicles are going to need expert diagnostics and servicing at one 
time or another. Are you ready? 

Delphi Service Centre garages are trained in diesel technology, equipped with 
specialist tools and are preparing for the diesel challenge. This could be you…

The facts speak for themselves



The popularity of diesel has gone hand in hand with technological advances in 
Common Rail engines. This means that only service centres with sophisticated 
equipment, training and support will be able to take full advantage of this opportunity.  

Delphi Service Centre meets 
the challenge of Common Rail 
technology. And not just for Delphi 
systems, but for all makes including 
Bosch, Siemens and Denso. 

It gives you the benefit of expert 
back-up for all technical issues, as 
well as the very latest diagnostic 
tools. What’s more, we’ll even help 
you to drive customers to your door 
with a range of marketing support. 

The package includes:

1   Sealed Rail Kit for Common Rail pump and injector diagnostics

2   DS100E diagnostic tool for vehicle electronic systems

3   False Actuator Kit for Common Rail pump actuator diagnostics

4  Diesel Max software specifically designed for DS100E

5  Direct Evolution – electronic catalogue

6  Training voucher
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The Delphi Service Centre advantage



The Diesel module package has been designed to give you everything you need to 
tap into this lucrative market, now and in the future. 
More and more new cars are diesel powered and thanks to these tools and services 
you can take full advantage of the ever-expanding aftermarket.

»  All makes diesel diagnostic equipment
With our sophisticated kit you can 
track down faults on all Common Rail 
systems. The kit includes special tools 
to diagnose faulty injectors, high 
pressure pumps and, ultimately, re-
programme ECUs quickly and simply.

»  Training programme
Diesel technology is continually 
improving and getting more complex. 
Delphi training gives you complete 
confidence in all diesel servicing and 
diagnostics and helps you keep up to 
date with the latest developments.

»  Professional marketing support
Our marketing package will help  
you to spread the word that your  
business is professional, reliable  
and uses the very latest technology. 
As a Delphi Service Centre we  
want everyone to know about  
your expertise.

» Technical support  
As part of the Delphi Service 
Centre network you have access 
to Delphi trained technical 
experts. They are at the end of a 
phone to answer any day-to-day 
queries that arise as you work.

» Diesel products 
OE quality diesel products are 
essential for you to keep customers 
happy. We provide rapid access 
to Delphi Common Rail injectors 
and pumps, as well as OE standard 
Common Rail high pressure pipes, 
fuel filters, glow plugs, feed pumps 
and solenoids – helping you get the 
job done fast.

» Electronic cataloguing
Finding the right part is simple with 
our electronic catalogue, Direct 
Evolution Lite. This provides data 
about the entire Delphi Diesel 
product range, and features easy-to-
use cross referencing and diagrams.

»  Removal/refit tools  
Common Rail pumps and injectors on 
Delphi systems need special tools for 
removal and refit, and these come as 
part of the Diesel module package. 
They are designed by vehicle 
application, helping your technicians 
work safely and efficiently.

A whole package of benefits



Delphi provides quality diesel solutions to vehicle manufacturers 
around the globe. Our technological expertise is now 
available to you in the shape of Delphi Service Centre, helping 
you give your customers more of what they want.

» One stop shop
We offer a vast product 
range, for all makes of 
diesel. Every component 
is developed and 
manufactured to OE quality 
and benefits from rigorous 
research and development. 
In fact, we lead the way 
in product performance, 
using advanced materials 
and processes so our 
products last longer and 
work better, giving you 
total peace of mind.

»  The right parts, every time
On top of this, Delphi 
scrutinises vehicle registrations 
worldwide so production 
schedules and stocks always 
match your needs. Whenever 
new models or specification 
changes are introduced, 
we’re right behind them with 
replacement parts, such as:

• Glow plugs
• Filters
• High pressure pipes
• Injectors
• Pumps
• Diesel+ fuel treatment
• Solenoids

» Technical partners
We work closely with 
hand-picked Technical 
Partners. They in turn 
support you, as a Delphi 
Service Centre workshop, 
providing technical know 
how, marketing and rapid 
access to diesel products.

Delphi. A worldwide leader



»  All makes Common Rail diagnostics

» Diesel tooling

» Diesel training

» Diesel products

» Technical support

» Marketing support

DIESEL

Don’t let your competitors steal your share of the diesel 
servicing market. Make sure you have the diagnostic tools, 
expertise and backup that your customers demand. 

Call Delphi on 01926 472900 today to find out more about  
Delphi Service Centre and take advantage of the diesel revolution.

Be part of the Delphi Service Centre network



Tel: +44 1926 472900
Fax: +44 1926 472901

Email: dds.enquiries@delphi.com
Visit: www.dieselaftermarket.delphi.com

Your local distributor: 

DDSX342A(EN)

Contact us now


